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New cable to
pass up, over
and down the
outer face of the
wall of the Outer
Moat. FIXINGS
MUST BE INTO
JOINTS ONLY.
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Location

View A

New cable to be clipped into joints at
base of outer face of esplanade wall.
This part of cable run is within HES
ownership.
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View
A View

Plan   1:500

Denotes boundary of HES Property in Care (SM 90291),
The boundary is on the outside face of the Esplanade wall.

Denotes new network cable

Cable to be clipped to inner face of
wall, hidden below cope overhang.
FIXINGS MUST BE INTO JOINTS
ONLY.
This part of cable run is within Stirling
Council ownership.

Cable taken around internal corner
between walls, minimum achievable
radius. This part of cable run is within
Stirling Council ownership.

Refer to separate SMC application
(drawing PIC111-B-119).

Refer to separate SMC application
(drawing PIC111-B-119).

Cable to be taken up and
over wall, housed in black
plastic cable housing as
employed elsewhere at
castle. All fixings into
masonry joints only with
no fixings into stone.

Duct to be laid along the route
shown.
Excavation to be allowed for,
750mm either side of the route.
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New cable to pass up,
over and down the outer
face of the wall of the
Outer Moat. FIXINGS
MUST BE INTO JOINTS
ONLY.

Duct to be laid along the route shown (see also Images A & B).
Excavation to be allowed for, 750mm either side of the route. Width
of trench is to establish if an existing route can be found and followed.
Otherwise a new route will be excavated to minimal depth, approx.
250mm and minimal width, to allow the laying of a 50mm plastic duct.

Rising cable in black
plastic steel cover
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